Lifu 2016

Exercises and deadlines

Note that the first week is a warm-up week, with a bit more simple exercises. And still there's one full week of time to finish the exercises.

Also note that the exercises are copied from last year (only some minor additions). We have no desire to go updating them, and it is up to you to cope with the proven ambiguousness of some of the exercises. This is the university.

And by the way, note also that the exercises instruct you to add sections colored in green in your weekly report.

Note it is highly recommended (read mandatory) to check out shellcheck (a static analysis and linting tool for sh/bash scripts) and use it with the scripts.

Note that the exercises list may change until the week's exercises session. If you plan to do some exercises in advance, please make sure the exercises have not been updated.

- Week 1 exercises: deadline Tuesday 08.11 at 16.00
- Week 2 exercises: deadline Tuesday 15.11 at 16:00
- Week 3 exercises: deadline Tuesday 22.11 at 16:00
- Week 4 exercises: deadline Tuesday 29.11 at 16:00
- 6.12. NO PAJA
- Week 5 exercises: deadline Tuesday 13.12 at 16:00
- Week 6 exercise: deadline Tuesday 20.12 at 16:00 (no PAJA today)

Completing the course

Do the exercises and return them via mail (samu.varjonen (a) cs.helsinki.fi include linuxfu as the first word in the mail title), PAJA is the place to go ask help if you are stuck with the tasks. You get a passing grade and 2 credits by doing (well) at least 4/6 of the week's exercises (all exercises needs to be validated to validate a week) and you get a passing graded and 3 credits by doing (well) at least 5/6 of the weeks and 4 credits when completed 6 out of 6 of the weeks. Easy!